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Grooming pupils to be future torch bearers....

Prospectus

Where the
mind sharpens

A SCHOOL THAT LOOKS BEYOND
Welcome to Silver Oaks School, Bathinda, where the school gates open up to trees awaiting every child, the corridors of the
campus sing the tunes from the green alleys, classrooms are filled with knowledge that blossoms buds into flowers.
Silver Oaks School is a campus that provides a challenging and supportive environment for the best possible programmes of
academic and personal development through integrated studies and hands on participation, in order to inspire the love of
learning and accomplishment.

Come let your child learn from the lap of nature...

EXPLORE POSSIBILITIES TO GO HIGHER
We live in an interconnected world that is changing at rapid pace. Preparing our children to succeed in this challenging
environment demands a flexible real-world approach to education. Rooted in this understanding, Silver Oaks is a dynamic
school that strives to turn learning into a lifelong journey of enquiry and discovery, culminating in knowledge that matters.
Within the broad based curriculum options offered, ample opportunities are provided to develop and assess the critical
creative thinking skills, flexibility of approach, ability to work with and serve others, and the grit and fortitude in the face of
challenges. A kaleidoscope of extra curricular activities, support the education programme of the school, for the ultimate
Silver Oaks product – confident active learners with a strong individuality.

Where deep
roots develop

WITH FLOWERS AND FAUNA,
EVEN KNOWLEDGE BLOSSOMS
Silver Oaks is a campus based on providing an environment that is safe, clean, healthy and child-oriented. An environment
where classrooms are arranged in a manner that offers challenging play and learning choices at a range of developmental
levels. Activity areas are designed where children are allowed to explore, experience, and most importantly succeed.
The institution stands as a true symbol of new-generation schooling. This technology-enabled futuristic campus is
scientifically planned and artistically designed with an array of latest amenities to groom tomorrow’s global citizens.
·

CBSE affiliated curriculum.

·

Inspiring and aesthetic campus for 21st century students.

·

Interactive teaching supplemented.

·

Associated with leading organisations to provide value added courses.

·

Advisory board comprises eminent educational consultants.

OUR MOTO
‘‘NISHCHAY KAR APNI JEET KARON’’
”Victory through self determination”
Guided by the words of Shri Guru Gobind Singh Ji this motto is a source of inspiration to all. The motto is embodied and
reflected in the lives of all Silverians past and present in their unwavering commitment to the values that Silver Oaks stands for.

Where education
is the soul

VISION STATEMENT
We envision taking the students on an insightful journey exploring the world of
intellectual, emotional and social learning. Our purpose is to devise a model of
academic excellence where uniqueness of each child is preserved. Value
oriented teaching and community building are the core values of the institution.

MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of Silver Oaks School contributes to our vision that empowers the
students to lead fulfilling lives by preparing lifelong learners and global citizens.
The young minds are bestowed with individual academic, creative and sporting
talents. The scholastic ethos encourages a questioning mind and help building
life skills of students.
Honouring the diversity of communities, we imbibe Indian values in every child
yet preparing them for international horizons. The school’s commitment to have
a warm student-teacher-parent connect is part of its founder’s mission.

A STRONG FOUNDATION
WITH A DEEP VISION
From the Principal’s desk
Dear Parents,
We welcome you to the Silver Oaks portal with a commitment to nurture your children to become confident, socially
committed and well rounded individuals, equipped to become young envoys of progress. Our aim is to expose your children
to the best environment for gaining knowledge and understanding under the guidance of competent faculty and superior
infrastructural facilities.
The passionate and thoughtful educators at Silver Oaks are truly differentiated as people who empathize and relate to the
impulses of the students by connecting high quality academic learning with the stimulating additions in modern technology.
Committed to equip our learners with the uncommon ability of self - exploration and development in order to sustain the
unforeseen challenges of life, Silver Oaks School is a beacon for those seeking the very best in education.
We hope you find your due inspiration before your ward hugs the Silver Oaks shore.
Regards
Principal

Where the
soul nourishes

WHERE MINDS ARE NURTURED WITH
THE SEEDS OF NATURE
Silver Oaks mission is to inspire, educate and enlighten an individual. To fulfil the vision, the school provides an ideal
environment in the arms of nature where every student discovers and realizes his full potential.
OBJECTIVES
Learning in the environment : Teaching also happens in the midst of nature so that learning happens by absorption and
observation.
Focus on learning: Encourage each student to achieve his or her maximum potential both academic and social.
People and best practices: Employ teachers and staff with the best training and knowledge, who are passionate, committed
and self-driven.
Global citizens: Maintain an international culture in the school that is reflected in its learning programs and global
connections.
Infrastructure and facilities: Provide the latest infrastructure and educational practices appropriate to the intellectual needs
of the students.
Collective responsibility: Encourage students, teachers, administration and parents to play an active role in promoting
educational excellence.
Creating partnerships: Associating with academicians, reputed institutions and organisations from across the world to bring
in the best in educational practices through exchange programmes.
Future - focused: Strive to be a leading and progressive school, firmly focused on the future aspirations, while being strongly
rooted in the rich heritage and culture of our past.
Community connections: Connect with our local community, striving to make a relevant contribution by establishing and
maintaining meaningful partnerships.

Where knowledge
acquires

THE FIRST STEP TO A DYNAMIC
NEXT GENERATION: THE TEACHER
Silver Oaks is privileged to have a competent and qualified teaching fraternity, with a wide experience in grooming students
to succeed in this competitive world. Known as the “Learning Facilitators” the teachers are certified with degrees that are
approved by renowned educational bodies.
To help teachers deliver the institution-dynamic-teaching-learning model, all the classrooms are equipped with latest
infrastructure. Teachers are trained to specialize in teaching, counselling to act as a mentor and guide by providing emotional
support to students when needed. Faculty attends educational seminars and workshops conducted nationally to understand
the changes in the educational scenario. Orientation programmes and periodic parent-teacher meetings are conducted to
help parents understand the curriculum and teaching methodology adopted by the school.

LETS GET STARTED ON A
HOLISTIC JOURNEY
We are pioneers in instilling an all round development of our students. For us, learning is not limited to reading, writing and
calculations alone. We aim to shape up wise, responsible and global citizens of tomorrow. We are therefore committed to
offering the best of opprtunities in a warm and enabling environment so that students may find their purpose and achieve their
goals.

Where the future
is promising

IN A WORLD CLASS TECHNOLOGY
AND THE FUTURE FROM THERE
Students at Silver Oaks School enjoy the process of exploring something new everyday. The classroom sessions are
collaborative. Our experienced mentors act as guides for students to discover knowledge through the use of modern
technology. With upgraded projectors, interactive blackboards, study was never so much fun.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vast and environmental friendly campus
Airy and spacious class rooms.
Technology enabled classes
Modern computer labs
Well-stocked library
Science (Physics, Chemistry, Biology), Language & Math labs with all requisites
24 hour CCTV surveillance to keep watch on all on-going activities
Transport facility for students & staff members
RO water facility for hygienic drinking water
Genset to provide un-interrupted alternate electrical power supply
Congenial environment for holistic growth
Qualified faculty
Vast play field area for out-door games
In campus medical aid & panel of doctors for school
School offers education based on modern standards
Inter-house competitions
24 hours security at gate
Maximum 30 students per section to ensure individual attention to each child
Strict discipline
In-house refreshments for healthy eating habits

Where the body
strengthens

BECAUSE A CHILD’S SKILL
CAN TURN INTO HIS CAREER
To develop student’s spirit and enrich their school lives, Silver Oaks has established various activity clubs. The well-defined
and focused activities provide memorable and valuable experiences for the students. The students are given ample options to
choose the discipline of their interest. The students of different age groups are provided expert guidance by the professional
trainers handpicked from the best institutions in the country. A host of games as listed below are offered here. The school is
proud to have wide indoor sports complex and outdoor play field:
Outdoor Play field will have:

Indoor Sports Complex will have:

•

Lawn Tennis

•

Badminton

•

Basket Ball

•

Taekwondo

•

Cricket

•

Karate and Yoga

•

Soccer

•

Table Tennis

•

Volley Ball

•

Chess

•

Athletics/Track and Field events

•

Carrom

SO CHILDREN, COME ON IN
The aisles between the trees await you. The sunlit sky is in attendance every single morning to take you back home before the
dusk. The breeze from the leaves is buzzing of a whisper that says “come learn from the cradle of greens, come let blossom
your mind, come grow your knowledge into an expanse of limitless treasure ... come to go higher... to go places.
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(Affiliated to CBSE, New Delhi)

Campus - I
Near ITBP complex, Bibi Wala Road,
Post Box No. 15, Bathinda, Punjab - 151 001
E-mail: silveroaks_01@yahoo.com
Web: www.silveroaksbti.org
Contact : 0164 2246100

Campus - II
Dabwali Road, Opposite Giani Zail Singh
Engineering College, Bathinda - 151 001
E-mail: info@silveroaksschool.in
Web: www.silveroaksschool.in
Contact : +91- 85560 11880

